We propose a template-based runtime invalidation approach for maintaining cache consistency in database-generated web contents. 
Introduction
Large e-commerce sites typically serve many users concurrently with web contents dynamically generated from a backend database. Caching these web contents has been the main solution to scalability and performance problems faced by the e-commerce sites.
However, these cached web contents may become obsolete within a short period of time, because their corresponding database contents are constantly changing due to ongoing transactions. Since users usually desire to see up-to-date web contents in their browsing and shopping activities, it is crucial to maintain consistency between the database contents and the cached web contents.
Despite previous research efforts [7, 8, 10] , cache consistency remains a challenging problem for databasebacked web sites. A major cause is that the sites require several pieces of complicated software -the web server (with a web cache), the application server, the database server, and server-side applications. Moreover, these components speak different languages and run independently from one another. In this paper, we take a holistic approach to address the problem, aiming at making our approach generally applicable to a wide range of applications. Our goal in this work is to invalidate outdated database-generated web contents automatically without putting any extra workload onto the backend database. Consequently, it is possible to know a priori the expected templates as well as the mapping between the HTML fragments and the SQL statements in an application.
The templates and mapping information reveal the SQL semantics of database-generated HTML fragments, which enables us to connect consistency maintenance of the cached web content with database operations.
Subsequently, we need to know the database operations at runtime in order to perform the consistency maintenance of the web contents. Fortunately, the parameterized SQL statements are instantiated with user input or environmental variable values at runtime, and are sent to the database server through the ODBC or JDBC interface. Correspondingly, we chose to intercept SQL statements at the JDBC interface level at runtime in order to perform cache consistency maintenance transparently.
Given an instantiated SQL update and cached query statements at runtime, we have two options for cache consistency maintenance. One is invalidation and the other is update propagation. Update propagation is a more powerful choice in that it refreshes a cached item with new content. However, it requires much more computing and communications than does invalidationthe database server has to re-compute the query results and send them to the applications, while the applications have to regenerate the HTML fragments and update the cache. Therefore, we chose invalidation as our consistency maintenance approach, under which outdated HTML fragments are simply purged from the cache.
To check if a cached HTML fragment (query result)
becomes invalid due to an update statement, we have further choices on if we send polling queries to the backend database to confirm the validity of the cached fragment. Recent research [7] has indicated that there is a tradeoff between the degree of over-invalidation and In addition to designing and implementing our template-based invalidator (TBI), we have integrated it with the Oracle Web Cache [18] that has an Edge Side
Includes processor [19] . Furthermore, we evaluated this framework using a Java implementation of the TPC-W benchmark [21] . Our results show that our invalidator enables the web cache to serve fresh HTML pages efficiently even when the update workload is high.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
We introduce the background of our work in Section 2 and describe the system architecture of our invalidator in Section 3. We present our template-based invalidation algorithms in Section 4 and our experimental results in Section 5. We discuss related work in Section 6 and draw conclusions in Section 7.
Background
This section introduces the theoretical background of our invalidation algorithm as well as the implementation background of our system.
Theoretical Background
Our invalidation algorithm is based on the satisfiability testing algorithm for conjunctive Boolean expressions [13] by Larson and Yang, and on the results on irrelevant update detection [5] . The following section gives a brief overview of this background and our contributions are further discussed in Section 4.
Satisfiability Testing
The satisfiability testing algorithm for conjunctive 
Detecting Irrelevant Updates
By utilizing the satisfiability test of the CONJUNCTIVE algorithm, the irrelevant update detection algorithms [5] give necessary and sufficient conditions for a UDI (Update/Delete/Insert) operation to be irrelevant to a query (i.e., the UDI operation on any database does not change the result of the query on that database). The input query (referred to as a derived relation [5] ) is assumed to be a simple PSJ (Projection-Selection-Join) query with no self-join or subquery. Dynamic fragments are contents generated by programs with parameters instantiated at runtime. For instance, the product detail fragment in Figure 2 is generated by 
Oracle Web Cache
The Oracle9iAS Web Cache (OWC) [18] 
System Architecture
We give an overview of the system architecture and the key components in this section. 
System Overview

JDBC Wrapper
The interface of TBI to a web application is a wrapper class of a JDBC driver. Vendor-specific JDBC drivers have native implementations for data access to their database servers, but they all conform to the publicly available java.sql package interface.
Consequently, one implementation of any class defined by the package can be replaced with another implementation without changing the application code.
Therefore, we implemented our wrapper to conform to the java.sql package interface.
When the web application registers this wrapper package to be its JDBC driver, the application's JDBC calls to the backend database are transparently intercepted by the TBI. After other TBI components check the JDBC calls, the JDBC wrapper sends the JDBC calls to the actual JDBC driver of the backend database server. No modifications of the application code are needed. Note that we chose the JDBC platform for its openness, popularity in the industry and availability of its API documentation. In essence, our technique can also be applied to a non-JDBC compliant platform with additional engineering efforts.
Statement Parser
A JDBC call is passed to the statement parser in the TBI before it is forwarded to the backend database. 
Template Manager
The statement parser passes SQL statement information to the template manager. The template manager maintains the key data structures of TBI.
(1) It maintains the SQL query templates, the SQL UDI templates, and a template satisfiability matrix between the two kinds of SQL templates. is that, for an update operation, TBI can quickly locate the specific instantiated SQL queries of a query template that need to be invalidated.
Satisfiability Tester
Given an instantiated query statement and an instantiated UDI statement, the satisfiability tester checks if the conjunction of the conditions in the pair of statements is satisfiable. The tester utilizes the template satisfiability matrix as well as the query satisfiability indexes to speed up the process. Details are discussed in Section 4.
Invalidation Messenger
If the satisfiability tester decides that a cached query should be invalidated due to a UDI operation, it will tell the invalidation messenger to send an invalidation message to the web cache.
The invalidation messenger is given the query template together with the parameter-value pairs. It constructs the URL to be invalidated by looking up the URL-SQL map. Consider the product detail query template in Figure 5 with an I_ID value of 123. The 
Template-Based Invalidation
In this section, we describe our template-based invalidation algorithm. A Boolean expression, C, can be converted into a
Definitions
where B k is a conjunction of atomic conditions, B k =
An atomic condition can take one of the following four forms:
1. a op C c, where a is an attribute, c is a constant value, and op C ∈ {<, =, >, ≥, ≤, LIKE}.
2. a 1 op N a 2 , where a 1 and a 2 are attributes and op N ∈ {<, =, >, ≥, ≤}.
3. a op N sq, where sq is a subquery.
4. a op N bv, where bv is an uninstantiated variable.
Class of Queries Handled
TBI handles selection-projection-join queries with optional order-by and group-by clauses. Subqueries and self-joins in these queries are also handled. Figure 7 shows a generic form of the class of queries handled. 
Class of UDIs Handled
Common Attributes Test
Formally, we say that QT and UT have common 
Construction of Boolean Expressions
If QT and UT share common attributes, we will Given q and u, the Boolean expressions constructed for them are summarized in Table 2 . Table 2 . Boolean expressions constructed for q and u
UDI Type of u Boolean Expression
INS(T(INS), C(INS)) C(q) AND C(INS) DEL(T(DEL), C(DEL)) C(q) AND C(DEL) UPD(T(UPD), C(S(UPD)), C(W(UPD))) C(q) AND (C(S(UPD)) OR C(W(UPD)))
Satisfiability Testing Algorithm
Larson and Yang's [13] CONJUNCTIVE algorithm processes conjunctive Boolean expressions of numeric comparison predicates on integer-valued attributes with predefined ranges. We have made the following extensions in our satisfiability testing algorithm.
(1) Handling more data types and predicates. This extension includes the string data type and "LIKE" predicates and the float point data type.
(2) Automatic discovery of attribute data type. This extension ensures that the invalidator does not need to query the backend database for metadata. 
Template Satisfiability Matrix
We implement the satisfiability testing between query and update templates by building a template satisfiability matrix. For each pair of query and UDI templates, we first test if they share common attributes. If they do not share common attributes, they are already irrelevant and the entry for this pair in the matrix is set to FALSE.
Otherwise, we test the relevance of the UDI template to the query template. Table 3 shows an example of a satisfiability matrix between three query templates and four UDI templates.
Consider a pair of a query template QT3 and a UDI template UT4 in Table 3: QT3: "SELECT I_ID, I_COST, A_FNAME, A_LNAME Table 3 . An example of a template satisfiability matrix QT1  QT2  QT3  UT1  TRUE  TRUE  TRUE  UT2  TRUE  FALSE TRUE  UT3  TRUE  TRUE  FALSE  UT4  TRUE  FALSE TRUE As described in the previous sections, the predicates with uninstantiated variables will be assumed to be true. 
FROM ITEM, AUTHOR WHERE I_A_ID = A_ID AND I_ID = ?" A(QT3) = {I_ID, I_COST, A_FNAME, A_LNAME, I_A_ID, A_ID} C(QT3) = {I_A_ID = A_ID AND I_ID = ?} UT4:"UPDATE ITEM SET I_COST = ? WHERE I_ID = ?" C(UT4) ={I_ID = ? OR I_COST = ?} A(S(UT4)) = {I_COST}.
This pair of templates shares common attributes as A(S(UT4)) ∩ A(QT3) is not empty. Therefore, we further test the Boolean expression C(QT3) AND C(UT4). C(QT3) AND C(UT4)
= {I_A_ID = A_ID AND I_ID = ?} AND {I_ID = ? OR I_COST = ?}
Query Satisfiability Indexes
For each relevant pair of query and UDI templates, 
Summary
In summary, we extend the satisfiability testing to query templates and build a template satisfiability matrix for filtering out irrelevant updates early on. We then build query satisfiability indexes for queries of each template to speed up the checking process. A summary of the control flow is shown in Figure 8 . 
Experimental Evaluation
We deployed the original Java implementation [14] of the TPC-W benchmark [21] as well as our modifications (to incorporate ESI tags) in a local area network. We ran remote browser emulators to study the performance of the web site under test. We compared the performance of the web site without a web cache, with the Oracle Web Cache, and with the Oracle Web Cache and our TBI.
System Configuration
There were three computers involved in the experiments. All of them ran the Red Hat Linux 7.3 operating system. The database server resided on a Dell
PowerEdge server machine with a Pentium-III 1.26GHz
processor and 512MB memory. The other two machines had a Pentium-IV 1.8GHz CPU with 1GB memory each.
Client Tier
The Remote Browser Emulator (RBE) program provided by the original TPC-W implementation acted as an emulated browser client interacting with the web site under test. We used 50 RBEs with no think time in all experiments to simulate an intensive, real-world web load.
Middle Tier
The middle tier included the web server, the application server, the web cache, and the TPC-W application. We used the Oracle9iAS application server, which was bundled with the Apache Web Server and the Oracle Web Cache Release 2 v9.0.3 (OWC). The OWC was configured to cache ESI templates and dynamic fragments. We also used the Tomcat 4.0 application server as a servlet container for the TPCW servlets.
Database Tier
We used Oracle9i Release 2 (9.2.0.1) as our database server. The TPC-W databases of different scales were created and populated according to the TPC-W specification.
TPC-W Workload
The TPC-W benchmark specification [21] is published by the Transaction Processing Council (TPC)
to model an e-commerce web site. The TPC-W workload consists of two categories of web interactions, "Browse" and "Order". The "Order" web interactions are centered on the ordering process and generate a large number of SQL UDIs. In contrast, the "Browse" web interactions primarily supply informational web contents about the products to the users, generating SQL queries to the backend.
We experimented with the three transaction mixes defined by the TPC-W specification, namely the Browsing mix, the Shopping mix, and the Ordering mix.
The Browsing mix consists of 95% "Browse" web interactions and 5% "Order" web interactions. The Shopping mix comprises of 80% "Browse" and 20%
"Order" web interactions. The Ordering mix is composed of 50% "Browse" and 50% "Order" web interactions. As TBI is an invalidation framework, we focused on measuring the performance with the Ordering mix to stress test the UDIs. 
Framework Construction
We constructed three frameworks for the TPC-W Java implementation. They were the no-cache baseline framework, the Oracle Web Cache with ESI framework, and the Oracle Web Cache with ESI and our TBI framework.
No-Cache Baseline Framework (NC)
The No-Cache Baseline Framework (NC) uses the original Java implementation [14] of the TPC-W benchmark, which is purely servlet based. Regardless of the types of the requested web contents, all requests are answered dynamically by Java servlets running on top of the Apache Tomcat Servlet Engine [4] . The Oracle Web
Cache is configured to cache nothing. Although the contents are always served fresh, the performance (in terms of response time and throughput) may suffer due to the heavy workload on the servlets.
OWC ESI Framework (OWC)
The OWC ESI Framework uses ESI templates and fragments as caching units. We constructed this framework by transforming the servlet-based TPC-W implementation into an ESI-enabled implementation and configuring the OWC to cache the ESI templates and fragments. We configured the OWC to cache all the templates and dynamic fragments in the "Browse" web interactions except the promotion banner fragment that had to be generated randomly at runtime. Dynamic fragments in the "Order" web interactions are mostly uncached due to their transactional semantics and privacyrelated issues. In particular, the Shopping Cart and Buy
Request pages are not cached.
We constructed the OWC ESI Framework mainly for the purpose of comparing it with the OWC-TBI framework. Without invalidation, the OWC ESI Framework caches the templates and dynamic fragments but never purges them. Therefore, the cached dynamic fragments may be inconsistent with the backend database. This framework may have excellent performance, but it is unrealistic due to the poor data consistency.
OWC ESI with TBI Framework (TBI)
The OWC-TBI framework, or the TBI framework in short, uses the ESI-enabled TPC-W implementation but compiled with our TBI package. The OWC in this framework is configured to cache the same contents as in the OWC-ESI framework. In addition, the OWC is configured to accept the invalidation requests from our TBI module. This approach may have a slightly worse performance than the OWC-ESI framework due to the invalidation overhead and the resulting higher cache miss ratio, but it delivers fresh web content.
Measurement Methodology
We measured both response time and throughput (in terms of WIPS, Web Interaction Per Second) at the Remote Browser Emulator (RBE). Each experiment was executed for 5000 seconds and measurements were only reported for the last 1000 seconds. The first 4000 seconds are the system warm-up time, because the warm-up process is essential for complex systems, especially systems with caching components.
Before executing each experiment, several key procedures were carried out to avoid interference from previous runs. The goal was to provide a clean start.
First, the data in the databases were refreshed to ensure approximately the same database content for each experiment. Second, the OWC was restarted to purge the cached contents left from the previous run. Last, a random seed conforming to the TPC-W specification was used for each experiment.
Experimental Results
General Metrics
We first present the throughput (Table 4 ) and response time (Table 5) order-by clauses and group-by clauses whereas the UDIs are much simpler.
Response Time by Web Interaction Category
We further investigate the average response time by For pages with cacheable templates but noncacheable fragments (Category C), the template is cached but the dynamic fragments are not. Hence, the improvement on the response time in the caching frameworks was not as significant as for Category B.
Nevertheless, the ESI-enabled caching frameworks were still more efficient than the servlet-based baseline framework.
For servlet pages (Category D), the two caching frameworks also outperformed the baseline framework as these serlvet pages are cacheable.
Distribution of Response Time
While the average response time gives a general idea about the performance, the distribution of the response time allows us to see the percentage of web pages that are accelerated by caching ( Figure 10 ).
All of the web contents in either caching framework can be served in a shorter response time than in the baseline framework. In particular, almost 100% of the template-only pages were served in zero-second response time (not shown in Figure 10 ). For pages with cacheable templates and fragments (Category B), OWC and TBI respectively served around 80% and 60% of the pages within eight seconds while the baseline framework served only around 25% in the same time. Results were similar for the pages with cacheable templates but noncacheable fragments (Category C). Finally, the servlet pages (Category D) are the most expensive in terms of time among the four categories of pages to generate.
Overhead of Template-Based Invalidator
After the measurements from the remote browser emulator indicated the overall performance of TBI, we further examined the time breakdown of the internal processing of TBI. Response there is no need to store the entire query instance in the query instance vector. Table 6 shows that the amounts of time spent on statement parsing, checking the template satisfiability matrix, and updating the data structures were negligible.
Query
The query time was dominated by the JDBC execution at the backend database.
UDI We also investigated the time breakdown of a UDI. A UDI may fall into one of the three casesirrelevant to any query templates (by checking the template satisfiability matrix), relevant to some query templates but irrelevant to the cached queries according to the data structures, or relevant to some cached query. We show these three cases in Table 7 as "Query Template
Irrelevant", "Query Irrelevant", and "Query Relevant".
Compared with handling a query, handling a UDI involves two more steps, namely, checking the data structures and possibly sending invalidation messages.
Different from the performance of handling a query, Table   7 shows that the times of all steps are insignificant (under 0.5 seconds). The largest two items are the invalidation time of 50 milliseconds and the data structure update time of 467 milliseconds.
Summary
Our experimental results confirm that our TBI is sufficiently generic to be deployed by database-backed web sites with arbitrary database sizes and transaction mixes. Furthermore, both OWC and OWC-TBI caching frameworks outperformed the baseline framework with different database sizes and transaction mixes. The OWC-TBI framework represents a tradeoff between two extremes (no caching versus caching but no cacheconsistency). It incurs slight processing overhead at the web site and fewer cache hits at the web cache, but it delivers fresh web content with improved performance.
Related Work
Recent work has studied cache consistency and freshness in various contexts. Bright and Raschid proposed latency-recency profiles to accommodate user preferences [6] . Cho and Garcia-Molina studied crawling scheduling for maintaining the freshness of a crawled web page repository [9] . Labrinidis and Roussopoulos presented an update propagation policy for data-intensive web sites [12] . Olston and Widom addressed the tradeoff between data freshness and transfer cost [17] . In comparison to treating the cached data units as opaque objects in these studies, we considered the SQL semantics of updates as well as the semantics of cached HTML page fragments.
There has been a rich body of research on materialized view maintenance [11] , which exploits SQL semantics of queries and updates. These techniques have been recently applied to update propagation in DBCache [15] , DBProxy [2] , and TimesTen Front-end Cache [20] for databasebacked web sites. In comparison, our work focuses on lightweight invalidation of generated HTML fragments as opposed to full update propagation to cached relational data tuples.
Invalidation has been previously proposed for database-backed web sites. While the Oracle Web Cache [3] and the Dynamic Page Cache [10] provided primitives for applications to specify their invalidation policies (such as a timeout value), the DUP (Data Update Propagation) algorithm [8] and the view invalidation algorithms [7] facilitate automatic invalidation at the application level.
Our work argues for a lightweight, automatic invalidation policy in that we neither install triggers at nor send polling queries to the backend database server.
Finally, query templates have been presented in caching for database-backed web sites [2] [7] [16] . In this work, we extensively utilize templates to improve the efficiency of our invalidation. Specifically, we exploit not only SQL query templates, but also SQL update templates, URL templates, as well as ESI templates [19] .
This enables the invalidator to handle a large number of updates and queries efficiently at runtime.
Conclusions
We have presented a template-based invalidator (TBI)
for cached database-generated web contents. 
